Introduction {#Sec1}
============

With increased experimental information on atomic or near-atomic structure of biomolecules and intracellular components, there has been a growing need to incorporate such microscopic data (coming from X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy or cryo-electron microscopy) into dynamical models of intracellular processes. A common approach is to use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations based on classical molecular mechanics. Such MD models are written as relatively large systems of ordinary or stochastic differential equations for the positions and velocities of individual atoms, which can also be subject to algebraic constraints (Leimkuhler and Matthews [@CR22]; Lewars [@CR23]). Although all-atom MD simulations of systems consisting of a million of atoms have been reported in the literature (Tarasova et al. [@CR30]; Farafonov and Nerukh [@CR9]), such simulations are restricted to relatively small computational domains, which are up to tens of nanometres long. It is beyond the reach of state-of-the-art computers to simulate intracellular processes which include transport of molecules over micrometers, because this would require simulations of trillions of atoms (Erban and Chapman [@CR8]).
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$) dynamics. On one hand, at the macroscopic level, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ waves can propagate between cells over hundreds of micrometres and Kang and Othmer ([@CR20]) developed a model of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ waves in a network of astrocytes. It builds on previous modelling work by Kang and Othmer ([@CR19]) describing intracellular $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ dynamics as a system of differential equations for concentrations of chemical species involved, including inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {IP}_3$$\end{document}$ receptor to release $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ ions from the endoplasmic reticulum. On the other hand, at the atomic level, Hamada et al. ([@CR16]) recently solved $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {IP}_3$$\end{document}$-bound and unbound structures of large cytosolic domains of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {IP}_3$$\end{document}$ receptor by X-ray crystallography and clarified the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {IP}_3$$\end{document}$-dependent gating mechanism through a unique leaflet structure.

Although it is not possible to incorporate such a detailed information into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ modelling by using all-atom MD in the entire intracellular space, there is still potential to design multiscale (multi-resolution) models which compute $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ dynamics with the resolution of individual $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ ions. Dobramysl et al. ([@CR4]) implement such a methodology at the Brownian dynamics (BD) level to study $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ puff statistics stemming from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {IP}_3$$\end{document}$ receptor channels. Denoting the position of an individual $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ ion by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {X}} \equiv (X_1,X_2,X_3)$$\end{document}$, its diffusive BD trajectory is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{d}X_i = \sqrt{2 D} \; \mathrm{d}W_i, \qquad \text{ for } \;\; i=1,2,3, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *D* is the diffusion constant and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$i=1,2,3,$$\end{document}$ are three independent Wiener processes. Since individual positions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ ions are only needed in the vicinity of channel sites, Dobramysl et al. ([@CR4]) model diffusion of ions far away of the channel by a coarser model, utilizing the two-regime method developed by Flegg et al. ([@CR10]). This method enables efficient simulations with the BD level of resolution by coarse-graining the BD model in those parts of the simulation domain, where the coarse-grained model can be safely used without introducing significant numerical errors (Flegg et al. [@CR11], [@CR12]; Robinson et al. [@CR28]).

Although BD models or their multi-resolution extensions simulate individual molecules of chemical species involved, the binding of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {Ca}^{2+}$$\end{document}$ ions to channel sites or other interactions between molecules are only described using relatively coarse probabilistic approaches. For example, the BD model of Dobramysl et al. ([@CR4]) describes interactions in terms of reaction radii and binding probabilities as implemented by Erban and Chapman ([@CR7]) and Lipková et al. ([@CR24]). Atomic-level information is not included in BD models. In order to use this information, multi-resolution methodologies have to consider MD simulations in parts of the simulation domain. In the case of ions, such a multi-resolution scheme has been developed by Erban ([@CR6]), where an all-atom MD model of ions in water is coupled with a stochastic coarse-grained (SCG) description of ions in the rest of the computational domain.

The accuracy and efficiency of such multi-resolution methodologies depend on the quality of the SCG description of the underlying MD model. In this paper, we present and analyze a class of SCG models which can be used to fit non-Gaussian distributions estimated from all-atom MD simulations. While the velocity distribution of the coarse-grained particle can be well approximated by a Gaussian (normal) distribution in our MD simulations, this is not the case of the force distribution. Non-Gaussian force distributions have also been reported by Shin et al. ([@CR29]) and Carof et al. ([@CR1]) in their MD simulations of particles in Lennard-Jones fluids. Thus our SCG model is formulated in a way which incorporates a Gaussian distribution for the velocity and a non-Gaussian distribution for the force (acceleration).
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                \begin{document}$$N \ge 1$$\end{document}$, a coarse-grained particle (for example, an ion) will be described by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(2N+2)$$\end{document}$ three-dimensional variables: its position $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {Z}}_j$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j=1,2,\ldots ,N$$\end{document}$. Denoting $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbf {Z}}_j \equiv (Z_{j,1},Z_{j,2},Z_{j,3})$$\end{document}$, the time evolution of the SCG model is given by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{d}X_i= & {} V_{i} \, \mathrm{d}t, \qquad \text{ for } \;\; i=1,2,3, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{d}V_i= & {} \sum _{j=1}^N U_{j,i} \, \mathrm{d}t, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{d}U_{j,i}= & {} \left( -\eta _{j,1} V_i + h_j(Z_{j,i}) \right) \, g_j^\prime (g_j^{-1}(U_{j,i})) \, \mathrm{d}t, \qquad \text{ for } \;\; j=1,2,\ldots ,N, \qquad \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{d}Z_{j,i}= & {} - \left( \eta _{j,2} \, h_j(Z_{j,i}) + \eta _{j,3} U_{j,i}\right) \, \mathrm{d}t + \eta _{j,4} \; \mathrm{d}W_{j,i}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g_j: {\mathbb {R}} \rightarrow {\mathbb {R}}$$\end{document}$ is an increasing differentiable function, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g_j^\prime $$\end{document}$ is its derivative, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g_j^{-1}$$\end{document}$ is its inverse, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_j: {\mathbb {R}} \rightarrow {\mathbb {R}}$$\end{document}$ is a continuous function and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta _{j,k}$$\end{document}$ are positive constants for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$k=1$$\end{document}$, 2, 3, 4. We note that some of our assumptions on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g_j$$\end{document}$ can be relaxed as long as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g_j^\prime (g_j^{-1}(U_{j,i}))$$\end{document}$ appearing in Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) can be suitably defined.

The SCG description ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) includes 2*N* functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_j$$\end{document}$ and 4*N* additional parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta _{j,k}$$\end{document}$, which can be all adjusted to fit properties of the detailed all-atom MD model. In particular the SCG model ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) can better match the MD trajectories of ions than the BD description given by Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), which only has one parameter, diffusion constant *D*, to fit to the MD results.

One of the shortcomings of Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is that its derivation from the underlying MD model requires us to consider the limit of sufficiently large times. In particular, we need to discretize Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) with a relatively large time step, say a nanosecond, to use it as a description of the trajectory of an ion. Since the typical time step of an all-atom MD model is a femtosecond, it is difficult to design a multi-resolution scheme which would replace all-atom MD simulations by Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) in parts of the computational domain. The SCG model ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) can be used to fit not only the diffusion constant *D* but other important properties of all-atom MD models, which improves the accuracy of the SCG model at time steps comparable with the MD timestep.

SCG models can be constructed using a relatively automated procedure by postulating that an ion interacts with additional 'fictitious particles'. Such a methodology has been applied to coarse-grained modelling of biomolecules by Davtyan et al. ([@CR2], [@CR3]) to improve the fit between an MD model and the dynamics on a coarse-grained potential surface. They use fictitious particles with harmonic interactions with coarse-grained degrees of freedom (i.e. they add quadratic terms to the potential function of the system and linear terms to equations of motions) and each fictitious particle is also subject to a friction force and noise. An application of such an approach to ions leads to systems of linear stochastic differential equations (SDEs) and can be used, after some transformation, to obtain a simplified version of the SCG model ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), where functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_j$$\end{document}$ are given as identities, i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j=1,2,\ldots ,N$$\end{document}$. Using this simplifying assumption in the SCG model ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), we obtain$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{d}X_i= & {} V_{i} \, \mathrm{d}t, \qquad \text{ for } \;\; i=1,2,3, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{d}V_i= & {} \sum _{j=1}^N U_{j,i} \, \mathrm{d}t, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{d}U_{j,i}= & {} \left( -\eta _{j,1} V_i + Z_{j,i} \right) \, \mathrm{d}t, \qquad \text{ for } \;\; j=1,2,\ldots ,N, \qquad \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathrm{d}Z_{j,i}= & {} - \left( \eta _{j,2} Z_{j,i} + \eta _{j,3} U_{j,i} \right) \, \mathrm{d}t + \eta _{j,4} \; \mathrm{d}W_{j,i} . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$This is a linear system of SDEs with 4*N* parameters. It has been shown by Erban ([@CR6]) that such models can fit an increasing number of properties of all-atom MD simulations as we increase *N*. For example, the linear SCG model ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""})--([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) can be used to fit the diffusion constant *D* and second moments of the velocity and the force for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N=1$$\end{document}$, while the velocity autocorrelation function can better be fitted for larger values of *N*, e.g. for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N=3$$\end{document}$. However, there are other properties of MD simulations which cannot be captured by linear models even if consider arbitrarily large *N*. They include, for example, all distributions which are not Gaussian. This motivates the introduction of general functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g_j$$\end{document}$ in the SCG model ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}).

Considering the SCG model ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) in its full generality, it can capture more interesting dynamics. However, coarse-grained models can only be useful if they can be easily parametrized. Thus in our analysis, we focus on choices of functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the model ([10](#Equ10){ref-type=""})--([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) only has four parameters, we can only hope to get the exact match of four quantities estimated from all-atom MD. To get some insights into what we are missing, we will derive the corresponding generalized Langevin equation and study its consequences. The generalized Langevin equation can be written in the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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General linear SCG model and autocorrelation functions {#Sec3}
======================================================

Considering the linear SCG model ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""})--([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) for general values of *N*, we can solve Eqs. ([8](#Equ8){ref-type=""})--([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) for each value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An alternative approach to parametrize the linear SCG model ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""})--([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) is to estimate the velocity autocorrelation function, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K_j(\tau )$$\end{document}$ in Eq. ([30](#Equ30){ref-type=""}), typical memory kernels and correlation functions estimated from all-atom MD simulations can be successfully matched by linear SCG models for relatively small values of *N*. However, as shown by Mao ([@CR25]), analytic solutions of linear SDEs also imply that the process is Gaussian at any time $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Two-parameter nonlinear function {#Sec6}
--------------------------------
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Application to MD simulations {#Sec7}
-----------------------------

In Sects. [4.1](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} and [4.2](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, we have presented three approaches to fit nonlinear SCG models which have non-Gaussian force distributions to data obtained from MD simulations. In this section, we apply them to the results obtained by an illustrative MD simulation of a Lennard-Jones fluid, where we consider a box of 512 atoms which interact with each other through the Lennard-Jones force terms for parameters given for liquid argon (Rahman [@CR27]), i.e. particles interact in pairs according to the Lennard-Jones potential $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using a long time MD simulation (time series of lentgh $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, we plot the equilibrium MD distribution of the acceleration (average over all three coordinates) using blue circles. The resulting distribution is leptokurtic (with positive excess kurtosis). Its kurtosis has been estimated as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Nolinear SCG model for general values of *N* {#Sec8}
============================================

We have already observed in Sects. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} that the linear SCG model ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""})--([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) can match the MD values of a few moments for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion and conclusions {#Sec9}
==========================

We have presented and analyzed a family of SCG models given by Eqs. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}), which can be parametrized to fit properties of detailed all-atom MD models. A special choice of functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_j$$\end{document}$ in Eqs. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) leads to the linear SCG model ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""})--([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) which is used in a multiscale (multi-resolution) method developed by Erban ([@CR6]) as an intermediate description between all-atom MD simulations and BD models. The linear SCG model is studied in more detail in Sects. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, where we highlight that 4*N* parameters of this model can match some statistics estimated from all-atom MD simulations with increased accuracy as we increase *N*, but there are also statistics which cannot be matched for any value of *N*. They include non-Gaussian force distributions.

In Sects. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we show that the linear SCG model ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""})--([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) corresponds to the generalized Langevin equation with the stochastic driving force being Gaussian. Such systems have been analysed since the work of Kubo ([@CR21]). One approach to match non-Gaussian MD force distributions could be to use the non-Gaussian generalized Langevin equation which was analyzed by Fox ([@CR13]) using methods of multiplicative stochastic processes. However, if we want to generalize the linear SCG model ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""})--([9](#Equ9){ref-type=""}) while keeping its structure as a relatively low-dimensional system of SDEs, then it can be done by introducing nonlinear functions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_j$$\end{document}$ as shown in Eqs. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}). The advantage of the presented approach is that we can directly replace the linear model by Eqs. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) in multiscale methods which use all-atom MD simulations in parts of the computational domain and (less detailed) BD simulations in the remainder of the domain. Coupling MD and BD models is a possible approach to incorporate atomic-level information into models of intracellular processses which include transport of molecules between different parts of the cell (Erban [@CR5], [@CR6]; Gunaratne et al. [@CR15]).

The nonlinear SCG model ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})--([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) is studied in Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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